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Resonane distribution in open quantum haoti systems
S. Nonnenmaher and E. Shenk
Institut de Physique Théorique, CEA/DSM/IPhT, CEA-Salay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, Frane
In order to study the resonane spetra of haoti avities subjet to some damping (whih an
be due to absorption or partial reetion at the boundaries), we use a model of damped quantum
maps. In the high-frequeny limit, the distribution of (quantum) deay rates is shown to luster
near a typial value, whih is larger than the lassial deay rate of the orresponding damped ray
dynamis. The speed of this lustering may be quite slow, whih ould explain why it has not been
deteted in previous numerial data.
PACS numbers: 05.45.Mt,03.65.Nk,42.55.Sa
Reent experimental and theoretial studies have
foussed on the dynamis of waves inside quasi 2-
dimensional avities whih are partially open; this par-
tial opening may be due to various physial phenomena.
For instane, an aousti wave evolving in air or in a
metalli slab will lose intensity due to frition and heat-
ing. In a mirowave avity, the dissipation mostly o-
urs at the boundary through ohmi losses. The light
propagating inside a dieletri (miro)avity is partially
reeted at the boundary, whih an be desribed as an
eetive damping at the boundary. In all these systems,
the disrete stationary modes orrespond to omplex
eigenvalues (or resonanes) of the form kn = ωn− iΓn/2,
where Γn is alled the deay rate of the mode.
When the shape of the avity indues a haoti ray dy-
namis (e.g. the stadium shape), the eigenvalues {kn}
annot be omputed analytially, but methods of quan-
tum haos an be applied to predit their statistial dis-
tribution in the high-frequeny limit ωn → ∞. Statis-
tial studies of resonanes started in the 1960' with ini-
tial appliations to nulear physis [1℄. New appliations
emerged when experiments on mesosopi quantum dots
[2℄, mirowave avities [3℄ or optial bers [4℄ allowed to
onstrut avities with presribed geometries, and study
the dependene of the quantum dynamis with respet to
this geometry. A reent interest for dieletri miroavi-
ties omes from the potential appliations to mirolasers:
hoosing the shape of the avity appropriately allows to
produe a strongly diretional emission [5℄. The rst step
to understand the (nonlinear) lasing modes is to study
the passive (resonant) modes of the avity.
Various dissipation eets have been taken into a-
ount by adding to the self-adjoint Hamiltonian (repre-
senting the dissipationless system) an eetive imaginary
part, whih desribes the oupling between the internal
avity modes and the external hannels [6℄. One analyti-
al tool to study haoti avities has been to replae the
Hamiltonian (and sometimes also the eetive oupling)
by some sort of random matrix: this has lead to theoret-
ial distributions, whih have been favorably ompared
with numerial or experimental spetra [7, 8℄.
In this Rapid Communiation we fous on situations
where the oupling is strongly nonperturbative, and is
distributed over a large part of the avity or of its bound-
ary, so that the number of oupled hannels beomes
marosopi in the high-frequeny (semilassial) limit.
Using a nonrandom model of damped quantum maps, we
nd that, in this limit, the distribution of quantum deay
rates beomes asymptotially peaked on a typial value
γtyp, whih is the ergodi mean of the loal damping rate.
This lustering does not seem to appear if one replaes
the unitary part of the quantum map by a random uni-
tary matrix, as is often done in the quantum haos lit-
erature [13, 29℄. Suh a lustering has been rigorously
proved for damped waves on ergodi manifolds [14℄; we
believe it to our as well in the various types of partially
open quantum systems mentioned above. Yet, the width
of the distribution may deay very slowly in the semi-
lassial limit (. (ln k)−1/2), whih ould explain why
this semilassial lustering is hardly visible in numerial
omputations of haoti dieletri avities [9, 10, 12℄ or
damped quantum maps [13℄; suh a slow deay indeed
ours within a solvable toy model we briey desribe at
the end of this note.
Let us now desribe the model of damped quantum
map, whih has been introdued and numerially in-
vestigated in [13℄ to mimik the resonane spetra of
dieletri miroavities. To motivate this model, we rst
briey analyse the dynamis of a few avity wave sys-
tems. The rst situation onsists in a smooth absorption
inside the avity, represented by the damped wave equa-
tion
(
∂2t − ∆ + 2b(x)∂t
)
ψ(x, t) = 0. Here the damp-
ing funtion b(x) ≥ 0 measures the loal absorption
rate. A high-frequeny wavepaket evolving along a
lassial trajetory is ontinuously damped by a fator
≈ e−
R
t
0
b(x(s))ds
. The lassial limit of the dynamis on-
sists in the propagation of rays with dereasing intensity,
also alled weighted ray dynamis (Fig. 1, (a)). When
the dissipation ours at the boundary (e.g. through
ohmi losses), an inident high-frequeny wavepaket hit-
ting the boundary will be reeted, with its amplitude
redued by a subunitary fator a(q, ϕ) (Fig. 1, (b)). The
same phenomenon eetively ours in the ase of light
sattering through a quasi-2D dieletri miroavity of
optial index n > 1. The rays propagating inside the
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FIG. 1: (Color online) (a) Weighted ray dynamis inside a
avity with inhomogeneous absorption. (b) absorption (or
partial reetion) at the boundary. The ray intensity orre-
sponds to its thikness. Dashed lines orrespond to refrated
rays.
avity are partially reeted at the boundary, the re-
maining part being refrated outside and never return
provided the avity is onvex (dashed lines in Fig. 1,
(b)). In the high-frequeny limit, the reetion fator is
given by Fresnel's oeient, whih depends on the light
polarization and of p = sinϕ. For instane, in ase of
transverse magneti polarization, the oeient is a sim-
ple omplex funtion aTM (p) [13℄, whih has unit mod-
ulus when |p| ≥ 1/n (full reetion) and is minimal at
aTM (0) =
n−1
n+1 .
To analyze a 2D lassial billiard, it is onvenient to
redue the ow to the boune map κ : (q, p = sinϕ) 7→
(q′, p′ = sinϕ′), whih ats anonially on the bound-
ary phase spae. At the quantum level, the spetrum
of the losed avity an be obtained by studying a k-
dependent integral operator ating on the boundary,
whih eetively quantizes the boune map, with an ef-
fetive Plank's onstant ~eff = k
−1
[15℄.
This observation leads to onsider anonial maps κ
on simple 2-dimensional phase spaes, and quantize them
into unitary propagators (quantum maps) UN (κ) of nite
dimension N ∼ ~−1eff [16℄. A Gaussian wavepaket |q, p〉
loalized at the phase spae point (q, p) is rst trans-
formed unitarily into a deformed wavepaket UN |q, p〉,
loalized near κ(q, p). To indue some damping, we
then multiply this state by a fator a(κ(q, p)), whih an
be implemented by applying to UN |q, p〉 the operator aˆ
quantizing the damping fator. The latter is generally
omplex-valued, we will assume that it satises the fol-
lowing bounds:
∀q, p, 0 < amin ≤ |a(q, p)| ≤ amax = 1 . (1)
These two steps lead to the denition of the damped quan-
tum map
MN = MN(a, κ) = aˆ ◦ UN(κ) .
The lassial limit of the dynamis generated byMN ats
on weighted point partiles: a point at position (q, p)
is moved to κ(q, p) and its weight is redued by a fa-
tor |a(κ(q, p))|2. This is the disrete-time version of a
weighted ray dynamis. Compared with avity systems,
this model has two main advantages: one an easily en-
gineer a map κ with spei dynamial properties; the
spetrum of MN (a, κ) is easier to study both numerially
and analytially.
The spetrum {λ
(N)
j }1≤j≤N of MN (a, κ) is the main
objet of our study (eigenvalues are ordered by dereasing
moduli). To ompare it with the resonane spetrum
of a damped avity, one should extrat from the latter
an interval {|ωn − k| ≤ π} around the frequeny k ∼
N . The distribution of the deay rates {Γn : |ωn −
k| ≤ π} should parallel that of the deay rates {γ
(N)
j =
−2 ln |λ
(N)
j |}1≤j≤N .
A similar model had been introdued in [18, 19℄ to
mimik fully open avities: the damping fator a(z)
was then vanishing inside the opening. Suh systems
were haraterized by a fratal Weyl law [17, 18, 19℄: the
number of resonanes in a strip {|ωn| ≤ k, Γn ≤ Γ} grew
like k1+δ, where δ < 1 was given by the fratal dimen-
sion of the trapped set. On the opposite, the bounds
(1) imply that for N large enough, MN is invertible,
and its N eigenvalues are ontained inside the annulus
{amin ≤ |λ
(N)
j | ≤ 1}. Transposed to the ase of an
absorbing avity, it implies that all high-frequeny res-
onanes are ontained in a xed strip {Γn ≤ Γmax}, and
the number of modes N{kn : |ωn| ≤ k} asymptot-
ially grows like C k2, thus satisfying a standard Weyl
law [14℄. The situation is more ompliated for diele-
tri avities. Expliit solutions in the ase of the iru-
lar avity [11℄ suggest that resonanes split between two
well-separated groups: inner resonanes ontained in a
strip {Γn ≤ Γ}, and outer resonanes Γn ∼ ω
1/3
n as-
soiated with modes loalized outside the avity. Sine
our damped quantum map only ats on states loalized
inside the torus, we believe that the above Weyl asymp-
totis orretly ounts the inner resonanes of dieletri
avities (the fratal Weyl law reently observed in [12℄ is
probably a nite-frequeny artifat).
To obtain a more preise desription, one needs to it-
erate the dynamis, that is study the time-n evolution
MnN . Applying the quantum-lassial orrespondene
(Egorov's theorem), we nd that
(
MN(a, κ)
n†MN (a, κ)n
)1/2n
≈ aˆn, (2)
where the funtion an =
(∏n
i=1 |a ◦ κ
i|
)1/n
is the aver-
age damping over trajetory strethes of length n. The
approximation is valid in the semilassial limit N →∞.
Muh an be drawn from the knowledge of the fun-
tions −2 lnan in the long-time limit n≫ 1. Their ranges
onsist in intervals In(a) ⊂ In−1(a), whih onverge to a
limit interval I∞(a) when n → ∞. The above identity
implies that the quantum deay rates γ
(N)
j must be on-
tained in I∞(a) for large enough N [14℄. Numerial [13℄
and analytial [20℄ studies indiate that the quantum
3ranges JN (a) = [γ
(N)
1 , γ
(N)
N ] generally remain stritly
inside I∞(a), in partiular stay at nite distane from
zero. Adapting methods used to study sattering sys-
tems [22, 23℄, one nds that high-frequeny deay rates
should be larger than γgap
def
= −2Pκ(ln |a|−λu/2), where
Pκ(·) is the topologial pressure assoiated with the map
κ and the observable (ln |a| −λu/2) [24℄, λu(z) being the
expansion rate of κ along the unstable diretion. The
lower bound γgap may be trivial (negative) when |a(z)|
varies little aross the phase spae (see the last line in
Table I).
Sine κ is haoti, the value distribution of
−2 lnan(z) beomes peaked around its average γtyp =
−2
∫
ln |a(z)| dz when n → ∞. The entral limit theo-
rem [25℄ shows that this distribution is asymptotially a
Gaussian of width
σ(a)√
n
around γtyp. This distribution is
semilassially onneted with the spetral density of aˆn:
denoting {s
(N,n)
i }1≤i≤N its eigenvalues and V the volume
on the torus, we have the Weyl law
N{s
(N,n)
i ≤ s} ≈ N V
(
a−1n ([amin, s])
)
(3)
From (2), the LHS approximately ounts the singular
values of the matrix MnN . Using the Weyl inequalities
[26℄, we obtain that most of the deay rates {γ
(N)
j }1≤j≤N
satisfy γ
(N)
j ≥ γtyp − ǫ.
Applying the same argument to the inverse quantum
mapM−1N ≈MN (a
−1◦κ, κ−1), we eventually nd that in
the semilassial limit, most deay rates luster around
γtyp, whih we thus all the typial deay rate. More
preisely, the fration of the deay rates {γ
(N)
j } whih
are not in the interval [γtyp − ε, γtyp + ε] goes to zero
when N →∞.
By pushing the quantum-lassial orrespondene up
to its limit, namely the Ehrenfest time n ∼ C lnN , we
nd that the width of the deay rate distribution is at
most of order (lnN)−1/2 (a rigorous proof will be given in
[27℄). Our numeris (see Fig.3) are ompatible with this
upper bound. Suh a slow deay ould explain why this
onentration has not been deteted in previous studies.
For a solvable toy model presented at the end of this note,
the distribution will be shown to be indeed a Gaussian
of width ∼ C(lnN)−1/2.
Let us ompare the quantum deay rates with the las-
sial deay rate γcl of the orresponding weighted dy-
namis. The latter, introdued in [21℄ in the framework
of dieletri miroavities, is obtained by evolving an ini-
tial smooth distribution of points through the weighted
dynamis: for large times n, the total weight of the distri-
bution deays like W e−nγcl . As in the ase of fully open
systems [22℄, γcl an be expressed as the topologial pres-
sure γcl = −Pκ(2 ln |a|−λu). Convexity properties of the
pressure allow to ompare this lassial deay rate with
the two rates obtained above: γgap ≤ γcl ≤ γtyp, and the
inequalities are generally strit (see table I). The quan-
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Spetra of MN (κ, ai) for N = 2100
and damping fators a1 (a) and a2 (b). We plot {i ln(λ
(N)
j )}
to mimik the spetrum of a damped avity near k ∼ N (the
vertial oordinates orrespond to −γ
(N)
j /2). The horizontal
lines indiate −γ∗/2 for the theoretial rates given in table I.
γgap γcl γtyp
a1 0.715 1.079 2.774
a˜1 0.734 1.079 3.070
a2 -0.523 0.521 0.633
TABLE I: Values of the theoretial rates for κ and the various
damping funtions we use.
tum ranges JN (a) may or may not ontain the lassial
rate γcl (see Fig. 2).
The map we onsider in our numeris is the 3-baker's
map, whih ats anonially on the 2-dimensional torus
{(q, p) ∈ [0, 1)2}. It is given by κ(q, p) = (3q mod
1, p+[3q]3 ), and generates a strongly haoti dynamis.
This map is quantized as in [28℄, into a sequene of uni-
tary matries UN = G
−1
N


GN/3
GN/3
GN/3


, where
(GM )jk =
1√
M
exp
(
− 2ipiM (j +
1
2 )(k +
1
2 )
)
is the sym-
metrized disrete Fourier transform. We hoose damp-
ing fators of the form a(q), so their quantizations aˆ are
simply diagonal matries with entries a((j + 1/2)/N).
The fator a1(q) has a plateau a1(q) ≡ 1 for q ∈
[1/3, 2/3], another one a1(q) ≡ 0.1 for q ∈ [0, 1/6] ∪
[5/6, 1], and varies smoothly inbetween. It approxi-
mates the pieewise onstant funtion a˜1(q) whih takes
values 0.1, 1, and 0.1 respetively on the intervals
[0, 1/3), [1/3, 2/3) and [2/3, 1). Our seond hoie is the
smoother funtion a2(q) = 1 − sin(2πq)
2/2. Sine we
use a single map κ, the damped quantum maps will be
abbreviated by MN (ai).
We rst notie that all these fators reah their ex-
tremal values amin, amax on the xed points (0, 0) and
(1/2, 1/2) of κ. As a result, for eah of them the asymp-
toti range I∞(a) is equal to [amin, amax]. The theoretial
rates γgap, γcl and γtyp for these three fators are given
in Table I. In Fig.2 we plot the spetra of MN(ai) for
N = 2100 (the theoretial bound γgap for a2 is negative,
hene irrelevant). We hek that all quantum rates are
4larger than γgap. In the ase of MN (a1), all quantum
rates are also larger than γcl, while MN (a2) admits a few
smaller deay rates.
The lustering of deay rates around γtyp is already
pereptible in Fig.2. To make it more quantitative, in
Fig.3 (a) we plot the umulative distributions of deay
rates. At rst glane, the widths of the distributions
around γtyp seem to depend little on N . Enlarging the
set of data, we plot these widths on Fig.3 (b). They
indeed deay with N . The 2-parameter power-law ts
A′N−B
′
lead to small exponents B′, whih seem to favor
the logarithmi ts A (lnN)−B: the latter deay slightly
faster than the theoretial upper bound (lnN)−1/2.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) Cumulative deay rate distribution
for MN (κ, ai). The vertial bars indiate the rates γtyp. (b)
Widths of the deay rate distributions, together with the best
2-parameter ts A (lnN)−B and the asymptoti standard er-
rors. The power-law ts A′N−B
′
yield A′ = 1.35± 5% , B′ =
0.09±8% for MN (a1) and A
′ = 0.2±18% , B′ = 0.10±26.5%
for MN (a2).
It is possible to onstrut a solvable quantization of the
baker's map by taking the quantum parameter N = 3k,
k ∈ N, and replaing the disrete Fourier transform
GN by the Walsh transform [19℄. If we then selet
a damping fator whih, like a˜1, takes onstant values
aj on the intervals q ∈ [j/3, (j + 1)/3), the quantum
model remains solvable. The spetrum of MN relies on
the eigenvalues {λi} of the 3 × 3 matrix diag(aj)G
−1
3 .
Taking γi = −2 ln |λi|, the N quantum deay rates
an be indexed by the sequenes η = η1η2 . . . ηk, with
ηi ∈ {1, 2, 3}: they are given by γη =
1
k
∑k
m=1 γηm . For
instane, in the ase of the damping funtion a˜1, the
rates γi take the values (0.803, 3.801, 4.605). From this
expliit expression, one easily draws that, in the limit
k → ∞, the distribution of the {γη} onverges to a
Gaussian of average γtyp = (
∑3
i=1 γi)/3 and variane
1
3k
∑3
i=1(γi − γtyp)
2 = C(lnN)−1.
To summarize, we have studied the spetra and eigen-
modes of damped quantum haoti maps, a toy model for
various types of partially open quantized haoti avities,
in a régime where the damping is both marosopi and
strongly nonperturbative. We have shown that the quan-
tum deay rates remain inside a xed interval, and that
most of them luster around the mean damping rate γtyp.
These statistial properties seem to dier from those of
non-hermitian random matries used to represent suh
open systems.
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